Maharishi Sthapatya Veda Update – Queensland
“FIRST MAHARISHI STHAPATYA VEDA HOUSE COMPLETED IN QUEENSLAND”
Stephanie Chambers completed her Maharishi Sthapatya Veda house earlier this year which is
the first MSV home built in Queensland.
The home is at Babinda, a small town about 40 minutes south of Cairns in Far North
Queensland and is near the beautiful rainforest area known as the ‘Boulders’. Building is a
challenge in this area because the climate is tropical and there is a lot of rain – the town of
Babinda is considered the wettest place in Australia. The house is set on 8 acres of land which
has a small creek running along its Northern boundary.
Stephanie prepared a master plan involving a Maha Vastu incorporating 8 cabins laid out and
to be built according to MSV principles. This plan included entries, roads, utilities, car parking,
etc.
Stephanie’s approach was to build her own MSV home first and with the increased support of
Natural Law move onto creating the additional cabins and facilities. Currently she is looking for
interest from meditators or sidhas to purchase the site and continue the proposed plan. For a
person enthusiastic to continue with MSV buildings she is open to selling her own house to
enable the owner to be on site.
The house design, style and materials are unique and indicative of Stephanie’s creativity. It
also is very practical for Far North Queensland’s hot and humid climate.
Stephanie has been working on MSV projects for many years and this particular house has
taken a couple of years to complete. The process has been extremely evolutionary and we
wish Stephanie happiness and bliss in the future.

Keith & Robin Valentine are moving along quickly with their MSV home in Maleny which is in
the mountains west of the Sunshine Coast in Queensland. The house and garage should be
completed before the end of this year. Keith has had such good luck and nourishment with
every aspect of this project that he has expressed a desire to build several more MSV houses.
There is also a proposed resort development on 15 acres on the outskirts of Maleny which is in
an early concept stage at present.
A development to build 6 cabins, 2 houses and a meditation centre is also underway on 10
acres in the hinterland west of the Gold Coast.
We will advise more details on these projects when they are further progressed and other new
MSV developments in Queensland.
We have also received strong interest from the largest private building company in Brisbane to
incorporate MSV principles into their proposed move into sustainable building concepts. They
are now just completing the last of 40 eco-villas (not MSV) which have been built at the famous
O’Reillys resort in the rainforest west of the Gold Coast.

In Queensland we have consultations under way from Cape Tribulation and Port Douglas in the
north to the Gold Coast in the south and we look forward to good progress with these projects
to help bring Invincibility to Queensland.
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